These are important issues for art historians to resolve, and much time has been spent in considering them within the context of the Renaissance awakening. Yet having succumbed to the fascinating pursuit of Albertian consistencies, are we really any closer to understanding the method and conceptual framework of Masaccio's perspective scheme except in the limiting terms proposed by Alberti? Was Masaccio simply unable to master the difficult di sotto in su projection that would have successfully foreshortened the awe inspiring figures in the foreground of his fresco? Is it because the fresco has been moved several times that we are unable to decode Masaccio's perspective projection?4 Or is the stringently rational context of Alberti's Della Pittura really appropriate for understanding a painting created in Florence during the 1420s, when one might still expect to find a fluid dialogue between reason and faith in an image of the Corpus Domini executed for the conservative Dominican church of Santa Maria Novella?
Certainly Joseph Polzer's detailed photographs of the points and lines embedded in the fresh plaster provide strong evidence that the illusionistic impact of the vault depended on many dif- ferent artistic techniques.5 It needs now to be said that this diversity of techniques includes orthographic, conical, and stereographic methods made familiar to late Medieval painters through instructive working drawings of architects and instrument makers as much as through practical geometry texts that had governed the artist's early education.6 If the very complexity of the Trinity fresco vault projection has long encouraged art historians to conjecture Filippo Brunelleschi's involvement in its planning, the diversity of the projection techniques discovered there would seem all the more to confirm the architect's participation in this complex project.7 Perhaps more importantly, as Polzer has shown, that diversity of means is compellingly unified both pictorially and theoretically at the level of mathematics and measurement. The imaginative sweep of Masaccio's accomplishment is not to be found solely in the precise ordering of lines and planes, however, for he (or more likely Brunelleschi) discarded earlier and more tentative experiments in favor of a rationally consistent method of structuring his own arching sepulchral vault which drew on and mirrored the mathematically defined coordinates of the vault of the heavens. It is the aim of the following essay to show that the one preexisting graphic tradition of great authority for projecting these mathematically regulated and symbolically charged spatial coordinates was the tradition of medieval astronomical diagrams. This tradition was not only useful in practical detail, but it was also intrinsically suggestive to early perspectivists, and probably determinative with respect to the special viewing circumstances presented by the Trinity. Not only did this graphic tradition take into account the position of the viewer looking intently upward; its most familiar projections were ordered according to the exemplary symmetries of a divinely created cosmos. The orthographic and stereographic projections of medieval astronomers and the common ground they shared with mathematical diagrams provided a readily available source to Masaccio and Brunelleschi of a full range of necessary diagramming techniques at the same time that they affirmed the mathematical order believed to control all of nature. To draw on such a tradition was not only an act of great practical consequence for painters; it was an affirmation of great conceptual force.
Masaccio planned the entire structure of the Trinity fresco in a most deliberate and mathematical way. As Joseph Polzer has shown, he controlled the composition through the rational forces of measurement and geometry by initially dividing the principal pictorial field into three squares averaging approximately 211 cm wide and 207 cm high, the skewing from perfect squares being accounted for by the moving of the fresco or by the difficulty of maintaining constant pressure on ropes when snapping lines or describing arcs over a considerable distance [ Fig. 2 What distinguished Masaccio's squares and circles from those commonly used by medieval predecessors and set painting on a new path was his insistence that the surface divisions be linked to the projection establishing the apparent recession of a barrel vault [Fig. 3 ].9 As Polzer has pointed out, the bond between surface geometry and the illusion of recession was accomplished by having the base line of the top square delimit the springing of the barrel vault in the distance and by further subdivision of the top square at its midline, marking the springing of the barrel vault in the extreme foreground.10 From a further study of the vault, it becomes clear that Masaccio, despite the perceived regularity of the apparent recession, deliberately adjusted the standard (that is, Albertian) components of a Renaissance perspective construction to achieve maximum visual appeal as well as to assert the power of the surface grid."1 The eye level and the horizon line, for instance, coincide with the base of the middle square, and the "viewer's eye" (or centric point of the projection) is located at the base of the central axis of the composition. Moreover, Masaccio insisted on the formal control of the basic square module by calculating a "viewing distance" equal to the length of the side of a square. Thus the "viewer" in Masaccio's perspective scheme was fully integrated into the overall surface geometry of the composition, and the hypothetical person stationed in front of the painting with one eye closed was, in fact, reduced to a potent mathematical entity.
While Professor Polzer has shown that the precise confluence of circle, square, and projection of the vault in depth restricts the perspective projection to the basic square module, I hope to show that the artist's surface geometry was joined in both a practical and symbolically provocative way to a rigorous, mathematical interpretation of how points, lines, and planes behave in the ideal worlds of Euclidean geometry and medieval mathematical astronomy. The development of Renaissance perspective will be seen to be dependent as much on knowledge of a long mathematical past and on placing under heavy subscription the ancient and medieval tradition of mathematical graphics as on any recently enhanced acuity.
Masaccio's combination of squares, double squares, circles, and semi-circles frankly invokes the traditional values ascribed to these presumably perfect forms in medieval as well as Renaissance aesthetics and theology. As Rona Goffen has argued, "it seems likely that Masaccio's architecture is intended as a mathematical expression of God's perfection and harmony, worthy of the 'real tabernacle' of the Lord..." 12 Perhaps more appro-priate for the growing secular tastes of the Renaissance, this overlapping combination of squares and circles also alludes to the almost irresistible Vitruvian symbol of a man contained in the circle and the square and thus to the assumed affinity between microcosm and macrocosm.13 The rhetorical intent of Masaccio's geometry is further suggested by the location of the incised centric point, denoting the height of the "viewer," at almost 3 braccia above the church floor, a measure which carries with it the same connotations of the ideal as the circles and squares of the surface geometry.14 While Alberti would maintain that this was the height of the average viewer, giving it a seemingly practical sanction, it fits neatly into the Vitruvian scheme of ideal human proportions. In addition, it is a commonly known symbolic height in late medieval guide books to Jerusalem, where 3braccia is proclaimed to be the height of the perfect man, Christ.15 Despite the fact that the location of the centric point coincides with a reasonable viewing height, its placement confirms Masaccio's attention to non-physical and nonvisual considerations associated with the time honored symbolic power of numbers as well as the purity of mathematical relationships and analogues. That one should find such doubly potent symbols of perfection in an image of the Trinity in Santa Maria Novella is in keeping with the central role played by the Corpus Domini in the sacerdotal life of this conservative Dominican Church.16 If Masaccio's fresco was adventurous, even radical, in its aggressive imitation of a powerful, physically present nature, the intellectual context of his grid and projection systems, as well as the newly rationalized aesthetic on which they depended, remained firmly linked to a traditional and highly suggestive religious interpretation of natural order in which mathematics functions as a bridge between concrete, sensible reality and universal or divine truth.17
Quite beyond shape and measure conveying meaning in an obvious and frankly didactic way, the points, lines, and planes which make sense to many as surface geometry, medieval mathematicians would have understood within the broader context of a mathematical graphics tradition intent on explaining another kind of absolute perfection, the continually changing relationships among the coordinate systems of a vast and earth-centered universe as those systems were projected onto a plane surface. These projections were a part of an unbroken tradition of mathematical diagramming techniques dating back at least to the 4th century B.C. The many different diagrams bound by this tradition were found in widely circulated copies of ancient texts by Euclid, Archimedes, and Ptolemy, medieval commentaries by Messahala, Jordanus de Nemore, and Campanus of Novara, as well as in the practical geometry tracts that formed the foundation of an artist's education in the Florentineabbaco schools.'1 The precision with which some of the still visible construction Aside from depending on geometrically obvious relationships (such as right angles) and ancient graphic protocols (like trace lines) to effect his projection in depth, Masaccio developed the rate at which the ribs of the barrel vault appear to diminish according to standards and practices familiar to his contemporaries from the stereographic projections found on the astrolabe, these more elaborate projections also being dependent on the simple graphic formulations described above.25 Although in 1435 Alberti claimed to have "invented" a newly rigorous method of perspective projection, in the 1420s Masaccio had already developed a mathematically consistent way to project apparent diminution and, like Alberti, had arrived at an understanding of the function of the so-called distance or lateral vanishing point construction from the diagrammatic techniques of mathematical astronomy.26
The several interrelated projection systems of the astrolabe and the literature describing both the theory and construction of this astronomer's siting instrument could be of special interest to the art historian for many reasons, the most verbally suggestive of which is that texts on astrolabic projection assigned to the projection point "the capacity to see," and characterized it as an "observing point," thus implying a consonance between abstraction and actual viewing that would have appealed to the artist interested in quantifiable realities.27 Equally interesting for the art historian, two of the projections on the surface of the astrolabe appear to be foreshortened illusions of three-dimensionally extended spatial coordinates. While they are not actually foreshortened, all the astrolabic projection systems together produce a visually cohesive, triumphantly coherent, and formally consistent analysis of geometrically controlled spatial relationships.28
Masaccio could not have been alone in his admiration of this geometricum instrumentum, generally acknowledged by medieval astronomers to be the mirror of a geometrically perfect universe, since the astrolabe became the habitual attribute of Painting as symbolically personified by other Florentine artists seeking to represent rational order.29 Long before such Renaissance representations, however, the astrolabe had become a symbol of the divinely ordered universe, as the seraphic beings holding astrolabes and encircling the archivolts of the Royal Portal of Chartres attest.30 Indeed, no less a figure than Boccaccio may have been thinking of this fertile conjunction of painting, mathematical predictability, and the heavens when he characterized Giotto as "so extraordinary a genius, that there was nothing Nature, the mother of all things, displays to us by the eternal revolutions of the heavens, that he could not recreate with pencil, pen, or brush so faithfully, that it hardly seemed a copy, but rather the thing itself. While the perspective projection of the Trinity "was easily constructed within the surface geometry," as Professor Polzer has maintained, that geometry-with its simple squares, semicircles, and vertical axis; its centers and radii; its horizon line and siting point; its parallel and perpendicular relationships; and its trace lines and rotation of intersecting planes-derived from the live tradition of astronomical graphics, where the viewer and the viewed had long been subject to the "right reason" of geometrical analysis so admired by Alberti and where the integration of the visual and the geometrical had been effected in a way directly useful to the early perspectivists and in keeping with their understanding of the highest and most inclusive truth. In summary, with regard to the projection of the interior architectural space of the Trinity fresco, Masaccio sought instruction from the many projection techniques enjoying particular popularity among late medieval astronomers because they recorded celestial phenomena with mathematical certainty. These refined and illusionistically suggestive constructions presented space according to a series of set coordinates specifically useful to the perspectivist and directly applicable to the Trinity fresco. In the astrolabe, planar coordinates were organized around a single point and, as in linear perspective, that point was associated with the act of seeing. In addition, it can be seen that many of the analytic conventions and construction techniques presented in medieval manuals on the astrolabe were critically important to the formulation of linear perspective. These include the definition of the projection surface as a plane, the distinction between the plane of projection and the plane of representation, the rotation of coordinate planes with respect to the plane of representation, and the systematic transfer of projected coordinates from one plane to another. Moreover, through a knowledge of astrolabic construction techniques, Masaccio and Brunelleschi could easily understand how the surface geometry of medieval paintings might be joined to a more strictly math- 14 Polzer ("Anatomy," p. 45) gives measurements for two indented centric points located in a restored area in the center of the fresco just below the step on which the donors kneel. According to his conclusions, the centric point is placed between 174 cm and 177.5 cm from the floor. According to the more recent measurements of Field, Lunardi, and Settle ("Perspective Scheme," p. 37), the centric point is in the center of a circle 2 cm in diameter at 172 cm above the floor; this latter measure is less than a 2% skew from being precisely three standard Florentine braccia from the floor (175.09 cm).
There are at least four reasons why all measurements of the fresco might not coincide precisely with braccia measures: the fresco was moved, the floor of the church was repaved in the 19th century, the areas measured have been restored, and Masaccio made numerous adjustments to the measurements to achieve a visual and aesthetic resolution that continues to awe us. Nonetheless, Masaccio's probable use of local standard measurements in proportioning his surface grid and in determining the position of the centric point is consistent with Florentine workshop practice of the 1420s. One may assume with some confidence that Alberti's recommendation of 1435/ 36 about paintings being scaled tobraccia units was prompted by his artist friends (De pictura 1.19). The height Alberti recommends for his "well-proportioned man" in both De pictura and De statua to express the "perfect beauty distributed by Nature" is three braccia.
The 37 The most controversial distance generated by this astrolabic method of projection is the putative distance of the viewer (D1 to D3 or 218.9 cm). If Masaccio had not extensively adjusted some of the angles of the receding planes, as he did, and if he had not blocked one's view of the more dramatically foreshortened areas of the vault by placing the imposing sacred figures directly before one's eyes, then this short viewing distance would have resulted in a nearly impossible viewing situation.
Field, Lunardi, and Settle have argued strenuously for a minimum viewing distance equal to the width of the side aisle, 686.25 cm, because "it looks right." While they begin with the assumption that this minimum distance is the proper one and then attempt to elicit that figure from the measurements taken from the fresco, their assumption cannot be proven. In fact, Field, Lunardi, and Settle, demonstrate beyond a shadow of a doubt that even a minor adjustment to the width of an abacus, for instance, will result in widely divergent viewing distances. The possible viewing distances admitted to by Field, Lunardi, Settle range from 345.66 cm to 721.3 cm. 38 Field, Lunardi, and Settle display their measurements in Table  2 Fig.  8 and the semi-circular area between i and C1 in Fig. 6 diagramming the rear wall of the vault. 40 The distinction made by astronomers between the "observed horizon" and the "celestial horizon" is an important one for painters. For an additional lesson that painters might have learned about the integral configuration of eye point, site line, and horizon line by studying the shadow squares inscribed on the back of most astrolabes and used by surveyors to measure the height of buildings, see Aiken, "Perspective," pp. 223-29. 41 In effect, the transfer of centers in both astrolabe and fresco amounts to a rotation of the plane of projection-first drawn as a trace line and then rotated until parallel to the plane of representation. Again, it was Alberti who discussed both the fact and the theoretical implication of this rotation. 42 Alberti, Depictura 1.20.
